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Introduction 
The purpose of the PCSDG Green Burial and Green Burial Ground Report is to 
investigate the feasibility of natural Green Burials and the availability of Green Burial 
Grounds in New Brunswick.

The rediscovery of natural childbirth enabled us to enter the world pure and unscathed 
with the aid of family, friends, birth coaches, midwives, and the selective services of 
medical providers. Through the rediscovery of natural Green Burials, our bodies can be 
returned to the earth which gave us life and nurtured us throughout our years as pure as 
they began in childbirth.

Over the past hundred years, we have traded our traditional knowledge and intuition of 
natural matters for the advice of experts. A natural Green Burial is an intentional choice 
to finish one’s journey through a natural process of dying and burial using the services 
of family, friends, death guides, death midwives, doulas, and the selective services of a 
licensed funeral provider.

This report investigates the history and current state of Green Burial practices and the 
different types and availability of Green Burial Grounds.  This report identifies some of 
the more significant organizations supporting the current Green Burial movement in 
Canada and the United States.  Government of New Brunswick legislative acts 
governing the funeral industry are identified.  Finally, a listing of internet resources is 
provided to aid others in their own investigations.

Catholic Diocese of Wichita Natural Cemetery       omiusa.org 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1  What is a Green Burial? 

The Ancestors, sculpture donated by Michael Dennis, grace the main entrance to the 
Denman Island Natural Burial Cemetery.

Green Burial is . . . .  
“ Green burial is the return of a body to the earth as simply as possible. The practice is 
not new to North America, and is used today in remote communities and by some First 
Nation communities. In most of the westernized world, however, natural burial was 
replaced more than a century ago by the advent of the death-care industry, which 
effectively separated people from long-time practices relating to care of the dead.

Today, many people are seeking a more gentle approach to after-death care. As well, 
the growing interest in protecting the environment and reducing greenhouse gases has 
led many to question the procedures used in conventional burials and cremations and to 
seek a less wasteful and more environmentally friendly approach to burying the dead. 
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The concept of natural burial has been attracting growing interest for nearly twenty 
years. Sometimes called ‘ecological burial’ or ‘green burial,’ natural burial represents a 
way of combining eco-friendly interment with land conservation. These terms are used 
to describe practices ranging from a slight variation of conventional burial to the creation 
of natural areas of high ecological and social value. Nevertheless, several key features 
form the basis of natural burial.

• Embalming is not used.
• The body is wrapped in biodegradable material.
• The coffin or other container is biodegradable.
• Concrete vaults are not used to enclose the grave.
• Tombstones are not used to mark the grave.
• Landscaping is minimal.
• No chemical fertilizers or biocides are used. ”

from Denman Island Natural Burial Cemetery

Simple Green Burial In a Natural Burial Ground
comet appears.blogspot.com 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History of Green Burial 

“  As recently as the 1800s, green burial was arguably the only type of burial one could 
expect to participate in. Traditionally, North American families would have been in 
charge of caring for their deceased by preparing, dressing, and displaying their loved 
ones in their own homes. As formal parlors with the family’s finest furniture and 
possessions became more and more popular, these rooms, often neat, tidy, and rarely 
used, became popular locations for funeral visits and wakes. Some of the larger homes 
of this time period would have featured a ‘death door,’ which went directly from the 
parlor to the outside, and which was used for transporting caskets in and out of the 
room. Caskets at this time would have been simple wooden constructions, either made 
at home or purchased at the General Store.

Green Burial in a Conservation Burial Ground        cowire.com

The funeral industry, as we know it to be now, began to develop with the American Civil 
War, where large numbers of soldiers died away from home and new methods of 
allowing soldiers to be shipped over long distances became necessary. This need 
inspired the development of modern-day embalming, which was initially developed as a 
way of transporting recently deceased bodies across the country.

Simultaneously, a shift in space use was occurring, as family burials on privately-owned 
land began to lose favor and be replaced by park-like cemeteries. The civil war also led 
to the development of the first military cemeteries in the United States. As more and 
more of the funeral process became consolidated, so too did the roles and definitions of 
the industry, shaping it into the proscribed and consumeristic process it so often is 
today.
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As with many large-scale industries (in the US alone, the death care industry is 
estimated to be valued at nearly 12B annually), there is an environmental impact 
associated with traditional burial. It is estimated that, in a single year, enough 
embalming fluid is buried to fill eight Olympic-sized swimming pools. Additionally, 
enough reinforced concrete is used in caskets to build a two-lane highway between 
New York and Detroit, and more steel is used than was needed to build the Golden 
Gate Bridge.

There is conscious change afoot, however, and in 1996 the first green cemetery in the 
United States, Ramsey Creek, was opened. They have been working to provide 
ecologically-friendly burial options with the long-term goal of protecting one million acres 
of wilderness through their funerary work and are just one example of the type of burial 
ground gaining popularity in the industry.

Photo credit: Brian Flowers and the Meadow Natural Burial Ground 
at Greenacres in Ferndale, Washington

Since its (re)inception, green burial has gained popularity in North America and Britain, 
where it is especially popular, as well as other locations around the world. While Green 
Burial takes many forms and follows many policies depending on the specific site and 
any overseeing bodies, commonalities include natural spaces, chemical-free 
preservation methods, simple or non-existent caskets free of endangered woods and 
chemicals and a commitment to a greener end-of-life event. In many cases, 'land 
preservation is also a consideration. 

from O.U.R. EcoVillage 25 acres near Shawnigan Lake, BC 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Green Funerals and Home Funerals 

Green Burial typically ranges from complete absence of to very elaborate forms of 
funeral service depending upon the wishes of the deceased and/or the wishes of their 
family or community.  Since the mid 1800’s, these services have been predominately 
provided by the licensed funeral service industry. 

Under the laws and regulations of the NB Vital Statistics Act (link provided in the Section 
4), licensed funeral service providers organize and manage direct burials as well as 
burial or scattering of cremains. These services range from submittal of the death 
certificate, collection of the body remains, preparation of the body remains through 
embalming to refrigeration, private and public viewings, public notifications, chapel 
services, transportation to burial cemetery (or private home burial site), and internment. 
Funeral service providers typically provide what the client wants from its list of services 
and products.  As the demand for green burial increases, more funeral service providers 
will adapt to include green funerals as they have done with the recent increase in 
demand for cremations.

Elegant Burial Shroud                           www.sevenponds.com

A home funeral and burial on one’s own property as traditionally practiced prior to the 
mid 1800’s is still permitted throughout most of Canada and the United States as well as 
under current NB law and regulations. Services currently provided by licensed funeral 
providers can be performed at home by the family members, family friends, home 
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funeral guides and end-of-life midwives.  Local laws and regulations differ and must be 
verified as part of the home funeral planning process.

Home funerals, however, do not preclude and often include obtaining selective services 
from licensed funeral providers.  For example, in accordance with current policies of the 
NB Vital Statistics Act, licensed funeral providers often assist families in obtaining the 
Medical Certificate of Death, registering the death, obtaining a burial permit, and 
transportation of the remains.  Local funeral providers offering green burial services can 
and do offer help families in planning home funerals and green burials.

Under current laws and regulations of the NB Cemetery Companies Act (link provided in 
the Section 4), certified traditional cemeteries develop, operate and maintain both 
private and public burial grounds, mausoleums, and crypts as well as manage and 
operate crematoria and columbaria for urns.  Each cemetery defines what type of 
burials and procedures they permit within the provisions of the NB Cemetery 
Companies Act. 

Currently, all aspects of green burials as defined in this document are not serviced by all 
funeral service providers nor permitted in all cemeteries. Preplanning a green or home 
funeral is therefore essential.

Encouraging Green Burial in New Brunswick 

The Green Burial and Green Cemetery Committee of The Pays de Cocagne 
Sustainable Development Group (PCSDG) encourages the development of an 
independent organization to support Green Burial in New Brunswick similar to those 
existing in Ontario and British Columbia.  This organization would …. 

… inform the public about the option of Green Burial through an education program 
and ongoing workshops.

… work with the Government of New Brunswick to develop or amend existing laws 
to protect and guarantee the rights of citizens to choose a Green Burial.

… work with and encourage local funeral providers and cemeteries to serve families 
desiring Green Burials and encourage them to become certified by The Green Burial 
Council by meeting the GBC standards for burials, cemeteries and products.  

… identify and inform the public of funeral service providers and local cemeteries 
that accommodate and facilitate Green Burials in New Brunswick. 

… encourage the development of educational opportunities for funeral guides, death 
midwives and doulas to assist families in planning a Green Burial for themselves and 
those who have departed. 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2  Green Burial Grounds 
“ The Green Burial Council, a nonprofit organization, promotes sustainable, meaningful 
funeral practices. The council is working to eliminate greenwashing in the green funeral 
industry by creating certification programs and standards for cemeteries, burial products 
and funeral providers.

The council has also established three categories of green cemeteries, as well as
standards for traditional cemeteries wishing to accommodate green burials.

Hybrid Burial Grounds 

Hybrid Burial Grounds are cemeteries that practice both green and
conventional burials. Such cemeteries must designate an area of land for
green burials, and in that area, use only biodegradable products, no vaults
and no toxic chemicals.

Natural Burial Grounds 
Natural Burial Grounds practice land stewardship and restoration planning
-- they use sustainable burial methods and are restricted to using the
grounds exclusively as a green cemetery.

Conservation Burial Grounds 

Conservation Burial Grounds take natural burial grounds to the next level.
They are green cemeteries that have joined with a conservation partner and
adopted the principles of restoration ecology. Here the council brings
cemetery owners and conservation organizations together to establish a
conservation easement.

A conservation easement is a legally binding agreement that limits the
type and/or amount of development a landowner allows on a piece of
property. Conservation burial grounds must practice sustainable and
ethical burials in addition to protecting the open space, wildlife and
habitat of the grounds. “

from The Green Burial Council

The Green Burial Council has established national standards for green 
cemetery and green funeral home certification that have been adopted 
by many US and Canada green burial organizations. 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Existing Green Burial Grounds 

There are a limited number of hybrid, natural and conservation burial grounds in the 
United States and in Canada.  These are but a few which provide different solutions and 
resources for those considering developing a natural cemetery or desiring a green 
burial.

Steelmantown Cemetery, South Jersey
http://www.steelmantowncemetery.com

Prairie Creek Conservation Cemetery
http://conservationburialinc.org

Denman Island Natural Burial Cemetery
https://dinbc.ca

Eloise Woods Natural Burial Park
http://www.eloisewoods.com

Milton Fields Natural Burial Grounds
http://www.miltonfieldsgeorgia.com/
index.php

Cobourg Union Cemetery
http://www.ecoburials.ca

Royal Oak Burial Park
http://robp.ca

                          Cobourg Union Cemetery
                                                thestar.com

Green Burial Grounds in the Maritimes 

Currently, there are very few certified Natural or Conservation Green Burial Grounds in 
Canada and none in the Maritime Provinces.  There are, however, existing traditional 
cemeteries that provide or allow green burial within their boundaries or provide green 
burial sections.  Advance planning is required to locate a nearby cemetery.  Each 
cemetery develops their own rules and regulations regarding internment.

Partnerships are needed to develop Natural Burial Grounds and Conservation Burial 
Grounds in the Maritimes. 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3  Green Burial Organizations 

Green Burial Council (GBC) - US / California
https://greenburialcouncil.org

  “ Mission: To inspire and advocate for environmentally sustainable, 
natural death care through education and certification

Vision: To ensure universal access to information about environmentally 
sustainable death care

Values: Respect for rituals that create meaning for both the living and the 
dead

Honor the earth and recognize the importance of caring for her in how we 
bury our dead

Honor that funeral and burial traditions and practices are sacred

Integrity in all aspects of our operation by holding ourselves to the highest 
standards

Sustainability both environmentally and operationally so that future 
generations may benefit from our work

Leadership in making certifiable, sustainable death-care practices 
available to all ”

    Mission, Vision and Values Statement as adopted by Resolution by the 
Board of Directors of the Green Burial Council June 25, 2015

Natural Burial Association (NBA) - CA / Ontario
http://www.naturalburialassoc.ca

“ Founded in 2005, The Natural Burial Association is a Canadian non-profit organization. 
Our mission is to provide green burials or “natural burial”, an environmentally-friendly 
alternative to conventional burials in Canada. Our members include individuals, 
corporations, and non-profits dedicated to providing natural burials in Canada. We work 
with all faith communities, and those without any religious affiliation in this final rite of 
passage.
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Goals:

1    We raise awareness about the environmental benefits of natural burial. It’s not 
      common knowledge, but we’re changing that.

2.   We facilitate setting up natural burial grounds. Many burial operators aren’t sure 
      where to start, and we’re honored to help.

We support the highest environmental standards for burial grounds. The US based 
Green Burial Council demonstrates the sort of rules required to open and operate a 
Natural Cemetery. We work with those who provide the highest, greenest standards. “

Green Burial Society of Canada (GBSC) - CA / British Columbia 
http://www.greenburialcanada.ca 
“ The purposes of the Green Burial Society of Canada are:

ADVOCATE for the adoption of environmentally responsible and ecologically 
sustainable interment, cremation, funeral service and bereavement care practices in 
every facet of death care delivery in Canada. 

ASSIST organizations, businesses, individuals and governments across Canada to 
adapt and implement green burial standards and best practices for the provision of 
environmentally responsible and ecologically sensitive death care practices in their local 
jurisdiction.  

ESTABLISH such standards and best practices as may permit the society to recognize 
place of interment operators, crematorium operators and funeral service providers and 
professionals in Canada who commit to providing their goods and services in 
accordance with the standards, goals and objectives of the Society. 

PROMOTE, at every opportunity, the values, goals and objectives of the society 
throughout Canada and, with other like-minded organizations foster the mutual 
exchange of ideas, discussion of issues of common concern and the study and 
advancement of green funeral, interment and cremation practices.

WORK in support of the goals and objectives of and in collaboration with international 
green burial organizations and advocates that desire in the global context to advance 
sustainable death care practices.” 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CINDEA - Canada Integrative Network for Death Education and 
Alternatives
http://www.cindea.ca

“ CINDEA is a Canadian-based organization, which respects the wisdom of ancient 
death traditions and encourages the renewal of older death practices that are 
appropriate to our modern-day life.   In the past, communities cared for their own dying 
folk; and creatively adapted, that approach to death is still an option available to us. 

CINDEA 's perspective is one of a wide range of initiatives that are drawing our culture 
into a deeper relationship with nature and the cycles of life and death — the modern 
version of "a good death" for all involved in it.

We are committed to the unfolding development of the holistic Pan-death Movement, 
including the roles and practices of alternative deathcare.   Clarification of these roles, 
and what they are called, is in its infancy — therefore, we have offered definitions of 
several alternative deathcare roles, and we support the networking of various kinds of 
end-of-life practitioners.   Our website also provides comprehensive dying and death 
resources — some conventional, though mostly focused on those that are less well-
known.

Throughout the website, you will see the word "pan-death" frequently used: it is our way 
of simply saying "across the whole of the spectrum of dying and death care" (before, 
during and after death).   The acronym DWENA (Death-care, Wholistic, Ecological, and/
or Natural Alternatives) is the umbrella term we use for all practitioners offering services 
at any part of the pan-death journey.

We invite you to read through our website and hope that you will find what you are 
looking for.   We welcome your questions, feedback and participation in refining and 
promoting this significant mission. 

Disclaimer: The role and practice of Death Midwives is frequently referred to on this 
website.   Death Midwives are not Health Professionals, nor are they registered with any 
of the Colleges of Midwives in Canada. “

Funeral Consumers Alliance
https://www.funerals.org     

“ The goal of Funeral Consumers Alliance is to ensure consumers are fully prepared 
and protected when planning a funeral for themselves or their loved ones. We do this by 
offering objective facts about funeral planning so families can plan a meaningful 
goodbye that fits their needs and their budget. “ 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National Home Funeral Alliance (NHFA)
http://homefuneralalliance.org

“ The NHFA empowers families to care for their own dead by providing educational 
opportunities and connections to resources that promote environmentally sound and 
culturally nurturing death practices. This is the place to find information about home 
funerals, including directories for where to find home funeral guides, home funeral 
education programs, home-funeral-friendly funeral directors, celebrants and clergy, and 
groups who will help families when needed. Our goal is to educate the public to their 
choices and provide clear information. “

Home Funeral            donnabelk.com

Fédération des coopératives funéraires du Québec
French:  http://www.fcfq.coop    & English:  http://www.fcfq.coop/en
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4    GNB Laws and Regulations 

Embalmers, Funeral Directors and Funeral Providers Act
http://www.gnb.ca/legis/bill/bill55/Bill-62-e.htm

Cemetery Companies Act
http://laws.gnb.ca/en/ShowPdf/cs/C-1.pdf

Business Corporations Act
http://laws.gnb.ca/en/showpdf/cr/81-147.pdf

Companies Act
http://laws.gnb.ca/en/showpdf/cr/84-203.pdf

Vital Statistics Act
http://laws.gnb.ca/en/showpdf/cs/V-3.pdf

Coroners Act
http://laws.gnb.ca/en/showpdf/cs/C-23.pdf

The above listed Government of New Brunswick (GNB) documents pertaining to the 
funeral and cemetery industries can be viewed, read, downloaded and/or printed from 
the links shown above.

PDF copies of these GNB documents can also be obtained by visiting the Government of 
New Brunswick website.

cindea.com
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5    Resources 

Natural Burial from Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_burial

New Brunswick Funeral Directors and Embalmers Association
http://www.nbfuneraldirectors.ca/careers

NB Cemeteries Association, contact person Ed Graham
nbcemeteries@gmail.com

Everplans - Funeral Planning 
https://www.everplans.com/funeral-planning

Home Hospice Association HHA
http://www.homehospiceassociation.com

Midwest Green Burial Society
http://www.midwestgreenburial.org

Thanatology at King's University College
http://www.kings.uwo.ca/academics/thanatology/

News Stories & Videos

Green Burial Stories  ::  The Huffington Post
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/news/green-burial/

The Story of a Natural Burial  ::  Grist
http://grist.org/living/a-different-way-to-die-the-real-story-of-a-green-burial/ 

Traditional American funerals are dead – but not buried
http://america.aljazeera.com/articles/2015/3/12/traditional-us-funerals-are-dead-but-not-
buried.html 

To Lie Down in Green Pastures:  How the Catholic Church is 
leading the way in green burial 
https://greenburialcouncil.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/To-Lie-Down-in-Green-
Pastures-3.pdf
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BC home funeral workshop  ::  CBC News
http://www.cbc.ca/beta/news/canada/british-columbia/home-funerals-burgeoning-
industry-1.3457559

Death Café starts up in Halifax  ::  CBC News
http://www.cbc.ca/beta/news/canada/nova-scotia/death-café-starts-up-in-
halifax-1.3013036

The Frozen Chosen: Winter Grave Digging Meets Modern Times
https://adventuresincemeteryhopping.wordpress.com/2015/02/27/frozen-funerals-how-
grave-digging-meets-modern-times/

Steelmantown Cemetery ::  Transformer Films ::  Vimeo
(28:45)
https://vimeo.com/131680248

La semaine verte, Radio-Canada, 29 novembre 2014, Québec et 
É.-U.
http://ici.radio-canada.ca/tele/la-semaine-verte/2014-2015/segments/reportage/476/
funerailles-ecologiques-alternatives ‘in French only’ 

Dying Green  –film, US.- trailer  http://www.pbs.org/newshour/rundown/
dying-green-explores-conservation-through-natural-burial/  

Humusation, Belgique-  http://www.attentionalaterre.com/cimetiere-nature-
humusation/, www.humusation.org ‘ in French only’  

Green Burial, “Outside the Box”  ::  YouTube (13:19)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aSl9ty5E1Sk

A Good Goodbye - Gail Rubin on  TED  ::  YouTube (08:27)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r9qR4ZiGX2Y

Natural Burial  ::  YouTube (04:12)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_z3CnuGVkDY

A Woodland Burial  ::  YouTube (03:32)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZlzSQxjb4NY

A Will for the Woods  ::  DVD (1:34:00)
http://firstrunfeatures.com/willforthewoods.html or viewed on Vimeo or iTunes
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Religious Traditions

Catholic Funeral Traditions
https://www.everplans.com/articles/catholic-funeral-traditions

The Jewish Community of Moncton
http://theajc.ns.ca/history/the-jewish-community-of-moncton/

Janazah Funeral Guide
http://worldreminder.com/104-ARTICLES/ARTICLES-VIEW/ArticleId/27/Janazah-
funeral-Prayer-Guide

Shrouds, Caskets, Coffins, etc. 

Fiddlehead Caskets:  Locally made with New Brunswick pine
http://www.fiddleheadcaskets.com

Eco-Friendly Caskets;  Passages International
http://www.passagesinternational.com/eco-friendly-caskets

Eco Coffin
http://www.ecocoffin.com

CINDEA Burial Shroud Patterns
http://www.cindea.ca/shrouds.html

Shrouds & Shrouding Boards - Natural Burial Company
http://funerals.naturalburialcompany.com/shrouds-shrouding-boards/

Jerusalem Burial Shrouds
http://www.jerusalemshrouds.com/default.htm

Forlora Burial Shrouds
http://www.forloradesigns.com/burialshrouds.html

Qeepr:  Free Online Memorials & Tributes
http://www.qeepr.com 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5    Conclusions 
Green Burial, a growing alternative for end-of-life choices, is permitted in New 
Brunswick.  Local funeral providers and local cemeteries have shown a willingness to 
accommodate those who desire a Green Burial as their final wish.  Local funeral 
providers have respected the temporary preservation of human remains by cooling 
through refrigeration or dry ice rather than embalming unless public viewing is desired, 
and burial in a shroud or in a biodegradable casket or container.  Local cemeteries have 
allowed natural internment within the general cemetery without casket, vault or markers 
as well as offered to set aside space to provide a Green Burial Ground.

New Brunswick rural communities, rural villages and rural properties are ideal locations 
for the development of Natural and Conservation Burial Grounds in accordance with 
Green Burial standards developed by the Green Burial Council.  Partnerships can be 
developed between environmental and conservation organizations, environmental 
properties, and interested groups and individuals.

Remaining tracts of Acadian Forest can be protected and preserved by incorporating 
Conservation Burial Grounds into their management plans.  Lands disturbed by clear 
cutting and mono-culture forestry can be restored as Natural Burial Grounds using 
native plant species and management practices.  These areas could also provide 
additional public access and recreational opportunities.

Rural economies and businesses would benefit from the development of new local jobs 
by filling the need for end-of-life guides, death midwives, doulas, foresters, grave 
diggers, record keepers, etc.

New Brunswick can realize the benefits of envisioning new ways to utilize our natural 
sites in a fashion respective of existing and future generations. 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